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personal department 

GAD 

supplemen-
tary 

supplementary question 
Rule 49 

concern 
not related list 

not related 
concern department concern department 

concern personal department personal
department GAD Supplemen-
tary GAD 
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special 

high allert 
awarness 

target 

UNICEF 
awarness 

Anti Human Trafficking Unit Special
Juvenile Police Unit 

ASI, Child Welfare Police Officer 
special Juvenile police unit

DSP, Addl. SP Anti Hu-
man Trafficking Unit child
welfare committee Child Welfare Committee 
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NGO 

Show moto case 
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CC Block road construction
completed in Financial Year 2021-22.

Assesment on the rural road connectivity. Assesment construction of
CC road 
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holder 

0.23% job card 

Job card holder 

wage materials 

MGNREGA 

GDP job card holder 
job card 
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, 
instruction house holder job

card 
job card 

job card holder 

MGNREGA IBS (Individual Benefit
Scheme) 

IBS scheme 
IBS ultimately demand.

IBS scheme application 

IBS scheme 
scheme job card holder benefit 

time frame 
lobby scheme details 

verify 

biometric biomatric 
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special right 

BL 
election department 

related. election department

almost 99% seeded 
seeded 96% 

director 
seeded

RGI block
block 

NRC list block 

seeding verify 
agent 

GAD Department 

delete
delete 

NFS 
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application 

NRC 
application 

Ministry of Literature Information Technology  
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Site Finalise  

Water Hervasting
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Viable
Low Land. 

Low Land  Population Density 

Water Hervasting  

Water
Hervasting

multiply

14th
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Finance Tied Untied Fund

NREGA

OM SOPD, RIDF Interest Fund 

.....interruptions.....

14th Finance, 15th Finance In-
terest Fund

Interest Fund ,

14th, 15th, 5th & 6th Finance

plantation  concept MGNREGA 
large scale

Finance Commission Devo-
lution Fund MGNREGA

Vigilance Committee Chairman

SOPD

Interest Fund
Interest

Fund
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mind apply
wages materials wage

land development automatically

Interest OM

.........Interruptions.....
14th Finance

......Interruptions.....
practical

.......Interruptions.....
Practical impractical

.........Interruptions.....

14th 15th Finance per-
centage .....interruptions.....

14th 15th Finance

....Interruptions...
scheme 

cancel 

scheme  cancel land development,
field development, school field development

allow
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MGNREGA materials 
materials payment 

materials 
percentage 

Internal Road connectivity interruptions....

cancel 

interruptions..
supplementary

supplementary

de-
limitation

ultimate 
maximum
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admin-
istration 

BDO 

delimination 
Direct Recruitment Board 

Principle  Delimination 
more than 20 or 25  Principle 

flagship programme  
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GP  
Regular GP  dual charge 

GP  
Regular GP Secretary  dual charge

Direct Recruitment Board GP
Secretary Commerce Graduate  

Assam Direct Recruitment Commission  

Secretary  
Com-

missioner  notification 

PMAY working season 
GP Secretary flow 

PMAY 
Fund release 

MGNREGA, PMAY  

sub-committee  
sub-committee 
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sub-committee for administrative expediancy in the
interest of public service, the Governor of Assam is pleased to merge
the administrative District of South Kamrup Dictrict with the origi-
nal undivided District of Kamrup.
merge 

justification 

Inter State border re-
lated  dispute head
quarter  inter State border 

DC
office, SP office 

Cabinet Sub-Committee 
Application  

Question hour is over. 
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minority 
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PWD 

Super Speciality Department 
Neurology, Nephrology Department 

Public Health
Centre 

Health and Wellness Centre Sub-centre
PHC  NHM 

tender tender cancel  

Water Resource 

National Highway 
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state  Highway 

PMGSY 
GP 

SC/ST 
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CCTV

PWD 

NH -
31 NH A I 

HFLA 
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NHAI 
NH AI PWD NHAI 

HFL Grider
vertical

clearance 

sub-structure 
vertical clearance 

PMGSY 
DRRP 

(can-
didate Road List) 
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Road cum Embankment 

protection of L/B of Noonmati, Gilajhari,
Katlijher, Hajipara, Deolipara and its adjoining areas from the ero-
sion of river Beki, 

R/S to B/dyke from Bahari to Baghbar including
protection of Bahari and its adjoining areas along with channelization
of river Brahmaputa and reclamation of eroded land within the
reach(Review). Estimated Amount Rs. 5,13,14,18,500.00/

ACSP 
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NESIDS 
ADB 

working season 

NABARD 

Municipal Board 
Municipal Board 

PWD PWD Municipal

PWD 

criteria 

Municipality  Municipality
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Municipality rev-
enue Municipality  

Municipality property tax collec-
tion demolition fund 

demolition fund energy 15th Fi-
nance Commission tied grant 1st & 2nd installment 

15th FC tied grant 1st installment 60 lakh, 15th FC untied grant
Municipality

15th FC, SOPD 
Urban Infrastructure Develoment

Fund 
Municipality 

Utilization Certificate 
Utilization Certificate 

reassessment , 

Municipality 

Municipality 

Municipality 

B1,B2,
B3 B1 B2 

B3 

SOPD restoration of Rupohi Irrigation
Scheme 

irrigation masterplan 
irrigation masterplan 
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irrigation masterplan 

Member Hour 

CHC, FRU 
CHC FRU  

CAC 

Health and
Welltness Centre 

setting
, 

Members Hour 
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APART 
APART 

NCR 

Pelican Agency 
Agency NCR 

FPC Pack
house 

processing unit 

Milk Processing plant 

defunct Milk Processing Plant 
Milk Processing Plant 

NDDB 
Milk Processing Plant Plant 

APART 

Members Hour 
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tourist lodge 

Economically Viable
P.P.T. Mode 

 P.P.T. Mode 

Way
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Side Amenties 
Way Side Amenties

Way Side
Amenties Way
Side Amenties 

Way
Side Amenties 

Way Side Amenties 

MoEFCC   
In principle stage one approval Conservation Act 1919 
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Reclama-
tion and  Rehabilitation 

Ministry of Environment and Forest Climate
Change  

Rehabilitation 

Private Members’ Bill
Bill introduction “The Development Councils for
Aborginals, Scattered Communities of Barak Valley under Separate
Directorate at Barak Valley Bill, 2023”
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“The Development Councils for Aborginals, Scattered Commu-
nities of Barak Valley under Separate Directorate at Barak Valley
Bill, 2023”

OBC

challenge 

overall development sepa-
rate Directorate

sub-tribe

Tribe sub-tribe 
Directorate

Development Council education, health
care, tradition and culture, connectivity 

overall development scat-
tered community 

Directorate
Development Council Section Officer

scattered interrup-
tions.....

move
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Bill  lay 

Please sit down.
Tribals 

interruptions.. 

Private Members’ Bill 

explanation ,

introduction move
interruptions..

Bill Introduction  
introduction  

Introduction permission 
interruption -----
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Consideration stage 
Introduction 

experience 

Private Member's Bill,
Bill introductory 
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so for Assam concern 

reaction 
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prior to 1947
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Item no. 4.
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Item no. 5.

Item no. 6. 
incomplete complete

 notice entitle

 Resolution 

Education Sector , Road communication, Elec-
tricity, Health major  development Char-
Chapori

 roads  connectivity 
 town

ulti-
mately 
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 sub-division district head
quarter district head quarter 

local road
communication millet
production 

 

mobile Hospital

Agriculture 
 

vectorial 
electricity 

solar system 
 grid connectivity 

 electricity 

 special 
main stream 
population growth 

child marriage issues 
child marriage  awareness

 spe-
cial 

Thank you. 
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National Health Mission,

Agriculture  department and Education department.

ASEB 

approached 

good connectivity 
Ecological

aspect 

innovative

outlook

Tea Student Hostel 
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NHM 
excursion APDCL 

communication bottle neck 

Minority 

Minority 

parental mechanism

ensure
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parental organi-
zation

Directorate

Directorate,separate office 

 
Directorate  

 

With regard sir, I would
like to move this resolution under Rule 115, " It is on being perturbed
by the systematic attack that has been engineered to malign India's
global standing, that I would like to request this August House to
move this resolution against the British Broadcasting Corporation's
(BBC) malicious two-part documentary, the 'Modi Question'. Speaker
Sir, On 17th February, 2023, the BBC released Part-I of a shameful
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documentary 'through a false and fictitious portrayal of the events
that occured in Gujrat on 2002 which was produced with the sole
reason of attacking our Hon'ble Prime Minister and the Indian
Republic. The BBC has peddled false narratives in stark ignorance
of the Hon'ble Supreme Court's judgement dated 24th June, 2022 in
this matter and has painted India's Judicial institutions as
compromised  and impartial bodies, which is a direct attack on the
integrity of India's Judicial authorities. The BBC Documentary
constitutes as absolute contempt of Court, as it has summarily
dismissed and undermined the Court's reasoning and abilities.
Speaker Sir, The BBC has also questioned the Country's free press,
Judiciary and the legitimacy of its democratically elected majority
government. Through its documentary, the BBC has grossly maligned
India's political parties, judiciary, press, police officers, investigative
agencies and religious communities. Through the continuing broadcast
of its domentary, it has displayed its deeply rooted and
institutionalised racism. It is disturbing to note that even 75 years
after India's Freedom from ruinous colonial rule, the BBC seeks to
continue to act as the true arbiter of India's internal issues, through
its dubious journalism. Speaker Sir, The documentary aired by the
BBC in February, appears to be a calculated attempt at recreating
communal disharmony in India by broadcasting triggering visuals of
violent crimes while repeatedly highlighting the purported
involvement of religion and religious differences. The wounds left
behind by the incidents in Gujrat have finally been mended after
decade-long efforts and finally the Apex Court has put the issue to
rest through its judgement delivered on 24th June 2022. Thus any
attempt to rehash past incidents and create communal tensions,
especially by motivated foreign groups who seek to benefit from
such religious chaos, must be prevented, The narrative peddled by
BBC in the documentary, riddled with false allegations and hollow
aspersions, seeks to destroy the social fabric of India, that is diverse,
democratic and harmonious. I request this House to recognises the
dangerous agenda that has motivated this documentary. Speaker Sir,
So as to preserve sovereignty and the foundation of India , I request
this August House to adopt a Resolution demanding the strictest
possible action against the British Broadcasting Corporation's (BBC)
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malicious and dangerous agenda to  instigate religious communities
and flare religious tension and malign India's global standing by
airing the malicious two-part documentary, the 'Modi Question."
Speaker Sir, this is an attack on the true accents and very accents of
being Indian citizen. It is a matter of National Importance and national
pride.

 spon-
taneous reaction 

India G-20 Foram 

India G-20 

environment 
G-20 

G-20 , one family
one future. G-
20 

condemn 
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Hard work
country, developing nation 

The discussion of the
resolution shall be strictly limited to the subject of the resolution.

No resolution will except with the
permission of the speaker except 15 minutes in the duration.

, Move
can 30 minutes.
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India's Economy has crossed
Great Britain Economy and has becomed the 5th largest economy in
the world. 

5th largest economy

Inter-
national conspiracy 

permission referrence 

Rules Of Procedure 

Provided, no resolution shall be admissible which does not comply
with the following. G) Point  it shall not refer to a matter
which is not primarily concern the State Government. BBC 
concern 

point 

Resolution move Reso-
lution move 

Resolution

BBC 
documentary release 

Indian democracy 
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condition It shall not refer to
a matter which is not primarily concern the State Government. 
Primary matter 

British Broadcasting Corporation 
BBC 

BBC
All India Radio 

BBC BBC public corporation  
control control 

Churchill , BBC
BBC 

Information Ministry 

Presidency College, Hyderabad University
Jadavpur University, Unverisity 

BBC 
BBC 1984: A Sikh

Story publish 

BBC documentary documentary 
documentary 

BBC 

ED, CBI 
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telecast the raid at the BBC
office by agencies immediately after the Broadcast has been case in
many other cases is nothing but an attempt to warn media houses to
following line.

A blatant way of censorship sensoring press freedom 
In World Press Freedom Index 2022 list...

Norway top the index India plummet to the 150 position out of 180.

The following ranking indicate the way
the country is treating the media and how restriction have been
imposed using symbolic and indicative means. 

Bettering India 
documentary 

documentory 
British Diplomat interview 

public
domain British Diplomat 
interview secret 

emergency
censorship 

 

resolution 

Gujarat files Anatomy of a Cover Up Rana Ayub 
Supreme Court 

Supreme Court 
resolution resolution 

State concern 
resolution 
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party 

documentary 
documantary 

documantary
BBC ED ED 

CBI ED BBC action 
documantary

ED BBC 
action 

ED 

resolution 

BBC Parliament Central
Government action 

resolution 

resolution 
resolution 

relation

BBC Central Government tackle 
BBC documantary 

resolution 

BBC documantary 
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resolution 

 
BBC  Independence

BBC resolution 
BBC 

This is connected to Assam
also. Because this is related to the independence of Indian Judiciary
It is not about BBC. It is about respecting Judiciary or Judicial
Order.

They describe the entire episode as a political conspirency.

pursue

Globalised
foroum

BBC 

 Timing could have been before the verdict of Su-
preme Court
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Factual
matter

Criticised

But it was a banch consist of Justice AM khan,Justice
Maheswari, Justice CT Ravikumar.  Conclusively

 This is
all about India’s Judiciary.

Independent Foreign Policy
UNO We are neither takeing

the side of America nor Russia Independent Foreign
Policy 

Global Recognition 
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Conclusively

Issue is all about independence of Indian
judiciary and respect of Indian judiciary 

They want to challange the Indian judiciary or they
want to challange India

But these are India’s story. These are decades
India  Foreign Investment does not
come to India

We see the BBC Documentary as an international
conspiracy against India. After the Supreme Court described it as
political conspiracy, why BBC broadcasted  this documentary?
Particularly, when  India was all set to assume the  G-20 Presidency.
We do not want to blame  the Govt. of U.K. 
Govt. of U.K. does not control BBC, it might be. We don’t know
what is the  mechanism  within that. But, we are not moving any
resolution against  the Govt. of U.K. We are moving the resolution
against the British Broadcasting Corporation for defaming people of
India, for defaming India’s judiciary. They had unleashed an interna-
tional conspiracy when  India was assuming the Presidency of G-20
.  

Broadcasting Corporation
Indian Broadcast-

ing Agency But, today  the British
Broadcasting Agency knows that they will not come under judicial
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scrutiny. Broadcasting Agency 
Supreme Court BBC  

Indian Judiciary  immu-
nity they have unleashed  a conspiracy against the people of
India, Govt. of India.

self respect protect  resolution

BBC was criticizing an
institution, not Narendra Modi, but the Prime Minister of India.
Particularly at a time, when our P.M. was set to assume the Presidency
of G-20. 

BBC message You
are not above Indian Judiciary. If Indian Judiciary has concluded the
proceeding, you have no right to go against the Indian Judiciary,
Youcan go against the Govt. of India. But, you can not go against the
final judgement passed by the Supreme Court of India. That is the
procedure. We maintain that kind of sanctity of our judicial institute.

Resolution BBC
BBC 

Resolution 
 interruptions....

state-
ment  withdraw statement

action  police
action 
We have not opposed.  interruptions....

 inter-
ruptions....
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.  interruptions....
 adjournment motion

.  interruptions....

Article  19 (1) of the Constitution- Right to
receive and dissiminate information- all citizens including the Press
have the fundamental right to view, form an inferred opinion, critic,
report on and lawfully circulate the contents of the documentary as
right to freedom of speech and expression, incorporate the right to
recieve and dissiminate information   

Supreme Court D.Y. Chandrachud 
Bombay High Court judge Gujarat riot Chand
Bujh Gaya  documentary
ban

In a democratic society, every citizen has a right to speak
as indeed the right to know. Nothing can be destructive of the social
fabric in a democratic society, then the attempt of those who govern
to prevent access to information to those whose security depends
upon the preseravtion of order. An environment in which human rights
are respected, is nurtured by a vibrant flow of information and av-
enue for a critical assessments of the Governments. Justice
Chandrachud wrote in the judgement which discarded the CBFC
objection to the film on Gujarat Riots. Central Board of Film Certi-
fication ban
Justice Chandrachud judgement Supreme
Court Supreme Court

 Speed
Reader ( expunged as per order of the Hon’ble Speaker)

.  interruptions....
objection 

.  interruptions....
Supreme Court

Speed Reader 
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.  interruptions....
(expunged as per order of the

Hon’ble Speaker) expunge
(expunged as per order of the Hon’ble Speaker) 

expunge

The line is expunged.

legal opinion, Law Department, Prosecution Branch. 

Chandrachud judgement every citi-
zen BBC is not a  citizen of India. judgement 
citizen’s rights .  interruptions....

BBC ban  citizen 
right 

 judgement  opening word
every citizen  judgement  judgement 
This judgement was before the judgement of the Supreme

Court. But, Fundamental Rights, Article 19 is open for the citizen of
India. Not for BBC  BBC can not defame India. 

we respect that,
we respect that. But, Freedom of

Speech or any judgement will  not extend to BBC. international
conspiracy Freedom of Speech

G-20
internationally defame this was a mock by BBC.
Chandrachud judgement he has not dealt about a foreign
press. Foreign Press G-20 seminar G-20 
Presidency Why you have brought a  matter which was closed
by the Supreme Court of India. independence of
judiciary, involvement of a foreign party and the third is that whether
we allow a foreign press to defame India. These are the issues.

Supreme Court  judgement
ban
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...interruptions...
BBC 

resolution State Government primarily concern
Rules of Procedure & Conduct of Business in Assam Leg-

islative Assembly Rule 117   provided that no
resolution shall be admissible which does not comply with the fol-
lowing conditions, namely,  (a)(b)(c)(d)(e)(f)(g).(g)

it shall not refer to a matter which is not primarily the
concern of the State Government.

The entire thing primarily concerned people
of Assam because International conspiracy is not against India.It in-
cludes people of Assam.

 BBC  
resolution 

Rule 
Rule 117 

interruption-----

BBC Documentary 

Sir, everybody has the right to
speak.  
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(NPS)

NPS 

appointment 2005 1 February 
system 

NPS 
National Pension System, Contributory Pension System. Pen-
sion Pension 
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Pension 
NSDL  share  
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OPS pension

Central Government  pay scale DA  West Bengal 
Central Government follow 32% 
West Bengal 6% DA Central
Government
NPS  OPS  OPS Central Government

DA 
parity  with the Central Government

 NPS OPS debate  full fledged  debate
compare 

cheque

10%  14%

gratuity  gratuity 
NPS OPS gap gap 

so there will be lot of things which will evolve

 NPS  cheque 3000 Old Pension 
6000 State Government 

 it is a evolving subject
 pension 

 case case low 

entire hesitation is pre-mature

retire we can make a judgment OPS 
12000  NPS 9000 
3000 so there will be a lot of method, lot of mecha-

nism which will  be evolve  Central Government  constantly 
OPS 
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 fix deposit 

 election
 state  OPS, NPS election 

OPS NPS 
evolving Central Government

Central Government

 Central Government 
organization  union 

Central Government 
agreement state  adopt 

Central Government

notify  immediate it was a con-
sent sense at that point of time. Government treasury OPS

Hospital bank
 9% interest 

retirement

 we are a small state 
Central  dependent 

 medical  Engineering  roads 
loan loan 

 
they

have a institution of 2 crore employee
 proper evolution
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cheque 

 evolution evaluate 
 difference state

 NPS

 top up 
bank  income 

9% interest 
we are not against government employees proper
timing

 proper
picture proper picture 

cheque 
 30000  40000 

DA 
DA 

National platform 
We will go along with Central Government. 

OPS NPS That was a
decision with 

DA 
DA 

We are standing by our com-
mitment. 

NPS  OPS 
OPS 
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NPS and OPS 
If, we pay the differential amount  everybody will be satisfied

OPS 

It is a evolving
subject NPS 

 National
platform 

NPS/OPS 

Judi-
cious 

 freshly
appointed

all
are regulerised , not freshly appointed 

briefing

as he is in Government job
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as it he is
in the job

material has to reflect the
factual situation of the ground.

that can be a submission NPS /OPS 

factual situation
appriciat 

there are
different options which we will study in a run up to 2035 
differential payment 14%  state Government
can contribute 20 % 25 % 

NPS /OPS 
national platform 
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RIDF,SOPD,
FMBAP,AIRBMP, SDRF 

AIRBMP 
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resolution 
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World Bank, SOPD, RIDF

SOPD RIDF FMBAP scheme 
anomalies 

RME project ready made embankment

ready made embankment
It is a new technology, 

temporary 

not that particular portion where breach
occurred 

breach 
low line area 
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project 

land acquisition 
land acquisi-

tion 

ADB 

protection 
we have brought it down to 9.50 crore. 

technique 
per km Geo bag protection estimate 

technique 
Apron Apron Apron

protection
Apron Apron porcupine 

porcupine will be the part of geo bag.
geo bag Geo bag 

geo bag porcupine 
porcupine porcupine divert

geo bag 
apron porcupine

porcupine 
porcupine 

breach
portion breach

public cut 
earth work almost
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60% complete  
working

days 90% 

On record 

deliberately 

second highest 

Temporary 

Rule-50 temporary work.
flood bill 

temporary work Water Resources department temporary
temporary 
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WhatsApp 

imediate Next Day 

 

ADB World Bank  10% percent 
90% 

resolution 

Autonomous Council area Sixth Scheule
Autonomous Council area 

Total Water Resource
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continious process

Nega-
tive mind never give us positive life. Negative mind positive
life positively  

It is a
continious process. 

G-20
 image build up

message
message

Fundamentalist Group specifically
Fundamentalist Group 

Fundamentalist Group 
indulgence
indulgence

status 
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G-20 
globalization, technology

G-20

G-20 
G-20 Orientation Camp

G-20 

G-20 Presi-
dency

Forum
security peace maintain duty

Extremism, employment 
economic cooperation

G-20

Technology 
Tourism promotion

Tourism  foreign earnings 
G-20 

One district one station
One district one product

promotion Technology Make in
India project promotion
G-20 
Export
Skill India University Skilled labour 

G-20 scope Skilled labour
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Skilled labour 

Skill 
G-20 scope 

Skilled labourer 
G-20 

G-20 
re-

stricted economy
Technology,

Digitalization G-20 
skill digital, financial production, technology

Delegates
hospitality hospitality

Delegates

foreign exchange G-
20 G-20 

Country 
Foreign exchange earning  

Skill  
scope  
G20 G20 
student professor intellectual, journalist 

terrorism 
Terrorism 

cooperation  
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G20 summit 

hospitality  

represent  
credit 

investment summit Advantage Assam  
investment  

Twin Tower  
G20  summit 

G20  
Disaster risk Management cli-

mate change  

G20  Permanent Secretariat  

Secretariat 

G20  
process G20  

UK  Soudi
Arab  

process

value

Natural Resources 
service  
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Act East Policy  Look East Policy
Act East Policy 

Asian Country  
Act East Policy Look

East Policy   

Buildup  
silk route  

GWP 

skilled unskilled skilled Unskilled

skilled unskilled

skilled techinical knowl-
edge 

skilled India  
ITI  

ITI 
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G20 

G20 
G20 

G20 

G20 G20
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G20 
G20 G20 

G20 
G20 

G20 G20 awareness G20

G20

G20 Presidency

G20  summit
G20  youth force 65% in
between the age group 18-35 years  65%
youth force 19% 

skill labour
 5% data  Skill India

Mission  Skill India 65% youth force
 youth

force Japan economically develop
 youth force 

youth
force  technical non technical 

industrial sector 
twitter  facebook 

IIT  passed 
G20 summit prepare 

 youth force youth force 
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supply 

technical labour skill labour 
 require 

 semi skill 
Skill Labour 

 

G-20 summit is called as a premier forum for Interna-
tional Economic Cooperation. G-20 

Economic Crisis 

Argentina, Australia,
Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy,
Japan, South Korea, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa,
Turkey, United Kingdom and United States 

GDP 
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SDG

GDP
Growth 

One Earth,
One Family and One Future  

Fastest
Growing Largest Economy  

The House adjourned till 9-30 A.M. on 29th
March, 2023.


